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Executive Summary
The goal for this design was to develop a dual stage UAS that will deliver medical
supplies to people in need in remote locations. To accomplish this, a quadcopter was designed to
release a glider with the payload therein. A scaled down prototype was produced for analysis
purposes. A conceptual model was fully designed that is capable of effectively taking off
vertically, accelerating to a desired velocity, releasing the glider, and returning back to the initial
takeoff location. The glider was designed to be fully controllable in order to accurately reach the
desired location. System aerodynamics and quadcopter propulsion were thoroughly studied
throughout the design process in order to optimize range. Computational fluid dynamics, finite
element analysis, and extensive hand calculations were completed on both component
geometries and propulsion systems in order to verify final system effectiveness. It was
determined that the range requirement of 10 miles for the entire system could be accomplished
with a maximum velocity of 128 mph.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The unmanned aerial system (UAS) designed involves a quadcopter which deploys a
glider mid-flight. After being released, the glider delivers the payload to its target destination.
Using two separable vehicles provides the opportunity to have a diverse range of specifications
for the aircraft. The payload may be a small package of food, medicine, or other essential
supplies. The general goal of the aircraft is to deliver the payload effectively and efficiently. To
accomplish this, predetermined design requirements were established.
Design component interactions were placed under heavy scrutinization to meet the design
requirements. Hand calculations and computer aided simulations were used to assess conceptual
models while the prototype was tested physically. The working model developed had lowered
design requirements in order for the entire system’s functionality to be analyzed without a heavy
manufacturing cost.

System Overview
Due to the nature of the design, system components needed to be broken into two
separate categories. While going through the design process, the separate aircraft were also
designed in this way, however it was important to optimize for entire system performance.
Therefore, often times the two aircraft were compared with one other to ensure functionality.
Table 1 illustrates the components specific to each aircraft .
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Table 1. Component Overview
Quadcopter

Glider

Battery

Battery

Flight Controller

Servo Motors for Control Surfaces (4)

Power Distribution Board

Payload Compartment

Receiver

Syringes Holder

Transmitter (Controller)

Medicine Vials

Propellers (4)

Camera

Brushless Motors (4)

Avionics

Frame

Flight Controller

Electromagnetic Release

Receiver

Electronic Speed Controllers (ESCs)

Transmitter

Objective
The objective is to design a two part quadcopter and glider UAS to deliver a specified
payload to a previously determined location. The quadcopter, with the glider attached, will take
off vertically from ground level and elevate to a specified altitude. From here it will increase its
speed towards the target until it achieves a previously specified velocity. Then, the glider, with
the payload inside, will detach from the quadcopter and proceed towards the previously
determined location. The quadcopter will recede to the initial takeoff location. The glider will
safely perform a crash landing at the targeted location, allowing the payload to be retrieved from
within.

Justification
People in need in remote villages of war-torn countries often fall victim to preventable
diseases due to a lack of access to vaccinations. Currently, programs like UNICEF are working
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hard to deliver these vaccines to the remote locations. Often times these workers are forced to
trek across miles of mountainous terrain, cross rivers, and even cross battle lines to bring these
vaccinations to the people. The quadcopter glider UAS will be able to carry vaccinations faster
than workers and will also prevent them from having to put their lives on the line to deliver the
vaccines.
Often times, combat can leave military personnel stranded with no way to contact their
base. The quadcopter glider UAS could send a phone, as well as other military supply essentials,
to aid in keeping personnel in contact with base and prolonging survival until a rescue mission
can be conducted. This could also be used in the civilian world by sending a long range phone to
people stranded in remote areas. Survival tools, as well as a GPS could be included in the
payload to allow the recipient to survive until help can get to them.

Project Background
While brainstorming for a project idea, the team wanted to integrate specific passions for
rotary and fixed wing aircraft. Field issues that could benefit from an integrated aircraft were
then discussed. The combined advantages of a rotary aircraft (high maneuverability, VTOL, etc)
and a fixed wing glider (efficiency, long range, stability, etc) would aid in creating an aircraft
capable of completing various missions. Humanitarian aid, military resupply, and civilian search
and rescue were all suitable missions for the integrated aircraft design.

Problem Statement
Essential packages must be delivered at a low cost, with high reliability, minimal risk,
and reusability by utilizing the concept of aircraft integration.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
[1]

Amazon has done a substantial amount of unmanned aircraft system (UAS) research in

order to deliver packages for their prime air service. Their basic model for the development of an
air traffic system would allow for safe operations of UAS in civil airspace. They specifically
optimized for systems operating beyond the line of sight. This system would allow the
quadcopters to share information with one another, which would help them avoid obstacles. It
would also cut shipping costs drastically for companies. This project may take a while to be
operational, but when it is, it will revolutionize package delivery across the U.S. This helped the
team conceptualize vehicle integration.
[2]

An unmanned aerial glider (UAG) was developed by inventor Aerial Zilberstein to

disperse fire fighting substances to put out forest fires. The fuselage is pressurized to maintain
structural integrity during flight. The glider is unpowered and also is disposable. This design
gave insight to the various applications of a payload carrying UAS glider as well as disposable
glider possibilities.
[3]

The Quantum Tron is a hybrid UAS which can perform as a quadcopter and also as a

propelled glider. It resembles a normal glider except it has propellers on the leading and trailing
edge of the wing. The propellers face up during takeoff which gives the aircraft the ability to
perform vertical takeoff and landing. After takeoff, the front propellers fold forwards and give
the aircraft thrust and the back propellers fold backwards and are unused. The aircraft is also
equipped with control surfaces and a vertical and horizontal stabilizer. Even though, this
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approach was not chosen for the Multipurpose Glider UAS, it inspired the first stage of the
system, where both the glider and quadcopter are connected to one another.
[4]

Betaflight Configurator is a drone software programming system that allows users to

efficiently program their aircraft to any specific requirements. A process of syncing the flight
controller with the receiver, syncing the receiver with the transmitter, programming the flight
controller, then programming the electronic speed controllers needed to be completed.
“Propwashed” detailed specific instructions on how to set various parameters for the team’s
quadcopter needs.
[5]

Universities from around the country compete in an annual micro-aircraft competition

where aircraft are designed on the basis of empty weight and payload. A team out of Worcester
Polytechnic Institute chose to base their design on a glider since empty weight is directly
proportional to competition scoring. Their report helped verify the team’s approach to weight
saving, as well as computational methods for aerodynamics.
[6]

The EZ Glider Dropper is an instruction manual on how to construct a glider to be

deployed from a quadcopter. The quadcopter lifts the glider from a string to a maximum height
of 400 feet and then releases it. The glider levels out on its own and slowly descends to the earth.
This instructional guide provided ideas for the glider release.
[7]

Many components make up a quadcopter that must be accounted for in the design

phase. While the battery was by far the largest internal component of the quadcopter, other
components also needed to be inside the fuselage. For early design, historical trends for
quadcopter component sizing was based on the information laid out on the “Oscar Liang”
quadcopter hardware overview. While this served as a good place to start, the team’s quadcopter
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functionality was to be very different than most, and therefore these changes had to be accounted
for in component selection.
[8]

For initial glider sizing, payload geometry and weight needed to be outlined. The

primary mission, vaccination delivery, required knowledge on size and weight of vaccination
utensils. UNICEF mentions relative sizing constraints for vaccination as well as the ranges
traveled for the delivery. These allowed glider payload volume to be estimated, as well as
verification for glider range.
[9]

In order to verify that enough vaccinations could be delivered by the system to make it

a practical means of delivery, syringe dimensional analysis needed to be completed. Many
syringe manufacturers give this information. However, Restek give specifications regarding
outer dimensions that were relevant to this project.
[10]

The entire system propulsion is based on the quadcopter thrust capabilities. Due to

this, extensive research on motor capabilities was completed. KDE Direct, the motor
manufacturer, lists detailed motor specification sheets for each of their products. The quadcopter
thrust requirements were known based on previous calculations, and matching motors to these
requirements were made possible by utilizing their data sheets and efficiency factors.
[11]

PU Foam is a lightweight flexible material which has many applications in the

aerospace field, and was selected as the glider wing material. It behaves anisotropically when
placed under loads. This property makes it difficult to asses. A study was conducted at Gdańsk
University of Technology, Department of Materials Science and Engineering which tested the
foam’s mechanical properties at different densities and geometry setups. This data was used in
the analysis of the glider’s wings.
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Chapter 3
Design Requirements (working model and conceptual model)
For a proof of concept, a working model was designed. A conceptual model capable of
carrying out missions for real world applications was designed as well. The requirements for the
two were the same, however the numerical specifications were varied. Working model
requirements are specified by “a)”. Conceptual model requirements are specified by “b)”.

1. Maximum quadcopter payload shall not be less than:
a. 2 pounds
b. 15 pounds
2. Maximum glider payload shall not be less than:
a. 1 pound
b. 6 pounds
3. Maximum height quadcopter shall carry glider:
a. 150 feet
b. 1000 feet
4. Maximum speed quadcopter shall release glider:
a. 20 mph
b. 50 mph
5. Maximum range glider shall travel starting at quadcopter’s maximum height and speed:
a. 720 feet (2 football fields)
b. 10 miles
6. Maximum glider weight shall not exceed:
a. 2 pounds
b. 9 pounds
7. Maximum quadcopter weight shall not exceed:
a. 10 pounds
b. 60 pounds
8. Complete design shall cost no more than:
a. $300
b. $4550 ($4450 quadcopter, $100 glider)
9. Characteristic requirements: Detachable system and payload inside glider fuselage.
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Minimum Success Criteria
The team hopes to accomplish two primary goals:
1. Design a conceptual model that will not be synthesized in any fashion.
2. Develop a prototype model that will operate in the same way with the same design just at
lowered specifications.

Verification Approach
For analysis, the glider and quadcopters main components must be tested without actually
synthesising the product in order to reduce manufacturing costs. Thus, simulations with
solidworks and hand calculations will be utilized for structural and flow analysis. The
aerodynamic components that must be analyzed using flow simulations are the wings, horizontal
and vertical stabilizer of the glider, and the propellers of the quadcopters. The structural
properties will be computed for the quadcopter and glider parts to make sure both aircrafts can
handle the inertial forces exerted on it.
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Problem Solving Approach
Initial Design Concepts
In order to determine the best possible design for this multistage aircraft system, a design
matrix was utilized. Throughout the brainstorming stage of design, five different designs that
could accomplish the system requirements were discussed.
Table 2. Initial Design Matrix

The lower and upper mounted glider on quadcopter design concepts were far better than
alternative designs. The top two designs were within 3% of each other and therefore could both
be acceptable design solutions. Both were analysed further as designing proceeded. See
Appendix D for original design sketches.

Preliminary Design Approach
After further analysis, it was determined that the lower mounted glider design would be
the best approach. The upper mounted glider design was abandoned due to predicted issues with
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stability caused by a higher than allowable overall center of gravity. The inherent instability of a
top mounted glider would result in near impossible aircraft recovery after maneuvering.
Quadcopter Approach
The fuselage of the quadcopter was designed around the battery size since that was the
largest internal component. For ease of assembly, as well as internal component modification, a
two part fuselage was desired. Determining a connection type for the two fuselage parts was
difficult due to the smaller inner dimensions and plastic material type. It was decided that
combining a lip groove style mating face with multiple snap hooks would be the best connection
type. With this in mind, it was difficult to design an aerodynamic quadcopter body that could
encapsulate all of the internal components while being aesthetically pleasing. After multiple
design iterations, this was eventually accomplished.
The quadcopter arms and motor holder were initially designed as separate parts with one
end of the arm connecting to the motor holder and the other connecting to the quadcopter body.
However, this presented attachment problems because plastic is not easily screwed and glue is
not reliable. Thus the motor holder was made to be apart of the quadcopter arm and all four
quadcopter arms were designed to connect to one another inside of the fuselage forming a plate
to hold the control panel. This integrative design makes the quadcopter structure more reliable
because the outer shell of the quadcopter will be holding the arms in place. The arms will attach
to one another with snap hooks. Also a slot will be implemented for the arms to slide into the
quadcopter body. These slots will be cut in such a way that the rotors are symmetrically placed
around the quadcopter fuselage center of gravity. The preliminary quadcopter design is displayed
in Appendix E which shows the quadcopter body with all four arms attached.
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The quadcopter propeller geometry was chosen based on historical data to maximize
thrust for the specific motor. See the extracted data in Appendix I1 (working model) and I2
(conceptual model).
Glider Approach
The fuselage of the glider was modeled using a combination of historical geometric
relationships for gliders and calculated lengths based on equations discussed later in the System
Design Approach. The primary focus for the fuselage design was minimizing drag and increasing
functionality. The mission for the overall project’s design was for a payload to be delivered
inside of the fuselage. Therefore, a large payload bay with easy access was a necessary feature
for the glider fuselage. Similar to the quadcopter, a two part glider fuselage was utilized. The
split line for the fuselage was placed so that it intersected the payload bay for easy access upon
landing. Once again, a lip groove with snap hook connections was used for connecting the two
fuselage components.
Multiple glider release mechanisms were discussed throughout the design process.
Initially it was thought that a latching mechanism would be the best route. However, after
completing a design matrix, it was found that the use of electromagnets far outweighed all other
design alternatives. The decision matrix (Table 3) can be found below. The most important
criteria for this facet of the design were low cost and reliability. This solution provides a simple,
yet reliable release as well as being extremely effective in terms of speed of release and
resistance. Also, it was determined that due to the steep angle the quadcopter must be at to reach
the maximum defined speed, a flare maneuver must be performed just before release to achieve a
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nominal release angle for maximum glider range. This maneuver needs to be performed quickly
and as close to release as possible to avoid large amounts of speed reduction.
Table 3: Release Mechanism Design Matrix

Wing geometry and sizing for the glider primarily came from utilizing a series of
equations and historical trend data. These equations and calculations are outlined in System
Design Approach. The process began by calculating the lift-to-drag ratio for a glider which is
simply the horizontal distance traveled divided by altitude lost. From there, glide ratio, drag, lift,
wing loading (W/S), aspect ratio, wing area, wing span, and all other critical wing geometry
factors could be calculated. With all of these calculated variables, along with historical trend
based estimates such as thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c), taper ratio, and sweep angle, an airfoil
could be selected that satisfied all specific lift and drag requirements. The calculated Reyonolds
number allowed a specific angle of incidence to be selected for the chosen airfoil.
The horizontal and vertical stabilizers were designed to counterbalance the moment
caused by the generated lift of the wing. The horizontal and vertical tail areas were calculated by
taking the wing’s area, chord length, and span into account, along with assumed values for the
tail volume coefficients and the length between the wing quarter chord and vertical and
horizontal tail quarter chords which were assumed to be the same.
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The vertical and horizontal tail were tapered with the trailing edge of both surfaces being
perpendicular to the fuselage longitudinal axis. This design makes the span, root chord, and tip
chord easily computable with the calculated areas and assumed aspect and taper ratios that were
acquired from referencing historical data.
The thickness to chord ratio of the horizontal tail was assumed to be the same as the wing
and the same airfoil was used for simplification purposes. The thickness to chord ratio of the
vertical tail was also assumed to be the same as the wing, however an uncambered airfoil was
chosen. Knowing the base dimensions of the empennage allows the wing relative location to the
fuselage to be calculated, and also provides the opportunity to conduct flow simulations on the
entire aircraft.

System Design Approach
Working Model Approach
Cost was the determining factor of deciding the total thrust the working system will
generate. The team conducted motor research and found an adequate design that gave a
maximum thrust of 12.88 lbs (3.22 lbs/motor). A load factor of two was chosen to calculate total
system weight (6.44 lbs). For supplying power to the motor at maximum thrust output, a battery
between 15.4 and 17.4 maximum voltage with 4 cells in series (4S) was chosen. Justification on
using this battery was determined from the maximum continuous current (34 Amps for 180
seconds). Using equation 1, where (t) is time in minutes, (IB) is the battery capacity in mAh,
(Qm ) is motor quantity, (I M max ) is maximum continuous current drawn from motor, quadcopter
operating time at maximum power was calculated to be 1.41 minutes (84 seconds).
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t=

I b *60
Qm *I M max

=

3.2 (amps*hours)*60( minutes
)
hours
4*34(amps)

= 1.41(min)

Equation 1

Motor burnout factor of safety was then calculated using equation 2, where (tI M max ) is time
for motor burnout at maximum continuous current.
F OS =

tI

M max

t

=

180 (sec)
84 (sec)

= 2.14

Equation 2

Table 4. Prototype Component Weights
Component

Wt./Item (lbs)

Qty

Total (lbs)

Battery

.67

1

.67

Propellers

.004

4

.016

Motors

.093

4

.37

Housing Frame

0.184

1

0.184

Motor Holder Arms

0.0463

4

0.185

Max Glider/Payload

2

1

2

Total

3.425

The table above allowed quadcopter takeoff weight to be calculated. Maximum thrust
from the motors is known to be 12.88 lbs with a load factor of 2. Thus, total takeoff weight
needed to be no more than 6.44 lbs. The total weight came out to be 3.425 which gives an actual
load factor of 3.76.
Conceptual Model Approach
The mission requirements themselves specified a payload for the conceptual model
approach. From that payload, a minimum thrust requirement could be calculated. However, after
more refined component design, the best motors for the specific design could be chosen. An
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iterative process between motor selection, propeller, battery selection, and quadcopter fuselage
design allowed the best possible design to be selected in order to maximize performance and
minimize cost. Once this was completed, the propeller that satisfied the thrust requirements was
chosen. See the extracted data for the conceptual motor in Appendix I2. The iterative process for
thrust requirements and quadcopter time aloft at 100% power is seen in Appendix I3. Equation 1
was used to calculate this time. Once again, a minimum load factor of 2 was desired for the
quadcopter, therefore the minimum thrust required was calculated by using the equation below:
T min = W total * 2

Equation 3

The last estimate for total weight came out to be 30 lb. The conceptual quadcopter fuselage
geometry was also based on the battery. However, the battery geometry for the conceptual motor
was vastly different than that of the working model. Therefore, the conceptual quadcopter
fuselage used a varied scale for each coordinate direction. These scaling factors can be seen in
Appendix I4. The selected conceptual motor operates best with a battery whose maximum
voltage is between 46.2 and 52.2 V and is a 12 series battery. A 21.5” x 7.3 dual propeller
provides the maximum amount of thrust for this motor. The maximum thrust is 25.02 lb/motor,
giving a total thrust of 100.08 lb. Therefore, the load factor for the quadcopter is 3.336,
exceeding the minimum load factor.
Glider geometry began by estimating overall glider weight with the payload. This was 15
lb. Wing geometry began by estimating a thickness-to-chord ratio (t/c) based on historical trends
for highly efficient gliders. It was found that the wing t/c should be between 8 and 10%. Next,
lift-to-drag ratio was calculated for the glider using the below equation:
L
D
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This number is consistent with current high efficiency gliders on the market. Glide angle (ɣ)
could then be calculated using the below equation:
ɣ = tan−1 (D/L) = 1.085°

Equation 5

Wing aspect ratio was then calculated by using the below equation where a and c are
glider/sailplane constants:
AR = a( DL )c = .86(52.8)1.3 = 32.98

Equation 6

An iterative process was then used to determine the best wingspan (b) for the glider. This was
done by calculating a wing loading (W/S) that would be as close to possible to 6, which was a
historical estimate for sailplanes/gliders. The spreadsheet used to complete this iterative process
can be seen in Appendix J1. S was calculated using the below equation:
S=

b2
AR

=

8.972
32.97

= 2.44 f t2

Equation 7

Then wing loading for each option was calculated by simply dividing total weight (15 lb) by
surface area of the wing. W/S came out to be 6.15 lb/ft2. In order to verify the required
lift-to-drag ratio, the below equations were used to find the dynamic pressure (q), Lift, Drag,
coefficient of lift (CL), coefficient of drag (CD), and CL/CD:
q = (1/2)⍴V 2 = (1/2)(.00231)(73.33)2 = 6.21 psf
L = W cosɣ = 5.9989 lb
D = W sinɣ = .1136 lb

Equation 9
Equation 10

CL =

L
qS

= 0.396

Equation 11

CD =

D
qS

= 0.0075

Equation 12

CL
CD
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Taper ratio (𝝺) and sweep angle (Λ) were then estimated and optimized based on historical
trends and glider flight. 𝝺=0.4 and Λ=0. These were chosen to produce the most lift possible and
due to the low gliding speeds, the reduced drag from a swept wing will not produce enough of an
advantage to quantify doing this. Chord root, tip, and mean aerodynamic chord were then
calculated using the equations below:
croot =

2S
(b(1+λ))

= 0.3886 f t = 4.68"

Equation 14

ctip = λcroot = 0.155 f t = 1.872"

Equation 15

č = (2/3)croot (1 + λ + λ2 )/(1 + λ) = 3.468"

Equation 16

In order to select the best airfoil for the specified flight conditions, Reynolds number (Re) was
calculated using the below equation:
Re =

vč
ν

≈ 140, 000

Equation 17

Using the calculated cL/cD, the estimated t/c, and the calculated Re, an airfoil could be selected.
After analyzing various airfoils, the NACA 6409 was determined to be the best option based on
the previously listed criteria. Linear interpolation was then used to determine maximum cL/cD
based on Re. The maximum cL/cD was found to be 71.8, which satisfies the 58.2 requirement. In
order to attain this cL/cD, an angle of attack (𝞪) of 8 degrees was needed. Therefore, an angle of
incidence of 8 degrees was used. Appendix J2 shows the profile, data, and graphs for the NACA
6409 airfoil. Lastly, the glider fuselage length was determined using the following equation:
Length = aW 0 c = .86(15).48 = 3.155 f t = 37.862"

Equation 18

The horizontal and vertical tail areas were calculated to be 15.9 in^2 and 19.8 in^2
respectively. These values were computed with the two equations below. The length between the
wing and empennage quarter chord (LHT & LVT) was assumed to be 65% of the fuselage which
Kennesaw State University
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came out to be 24.6 in. The mean wing chord ( č ), wing area (SW) and wing span (bW) were
calculated above to be 3.468 inches, 352.6 in^2, and 107.64 inches respectively. The horizontal
and vertical tail volume coefficients were assumed to be 0.5 and 0.02 for sailplanes and were
acquired from Table 6.4 in Aircraft Design, A Conceptual Approach (Raymer).
S HT =

cHT čS W
LHT

SV T =

cV T bW S W
LV T

=

(0.5)(3.468)(352.6)
24.6

=

= 15.9 in2

(0.02)(107.64)(352.6)
24.6

= 19.8 in2

Equation 19
Equation 20

The aspect and taper ratios for both surfaces were assumed to be 8 and 0.4 respectively for the
horizontal tail and 1.75 and 0.5 respectively for the vertical tail. These values were averaged
from the range in Table 4.3 from Aircraft Design, A Conceptual Approach (Raymer). With these
values and the calculated areas, the span (b), tip chord (Ctip), and root chord (Croot) were
computed for both the horizontal and vertical tails by solving the system of equations given
below which include the Equation 15 & 16 and a rearrangement of Equation 7 from above. This
yielded b, Ctip, and Croot to be 11.3 inches, 0.8 inches, and 2 inches respectively for the
horizontal tail. The vertical tail’s b, Ctip, and Croot came out to be 5.9 inches, 2.25 inches, and
4.5 inches respectively. The thickness to chord ratio of the wing (9%) was applied for both tail
geometries along with the same airfoil NACA 6409 for the horizontal tail. However, for the
vertical tail, an uncambered airfoil was selected, NACA 0009.
The ailerons for the glider were calculated using equation 21 below. Where (ba)is the
aileron span, (b) is the wingspan, (ča ) is the mean aileron chord, and ( č ) is the mean wing chord.
The aileron span was estimated to be 4.485 feet or 50% of the wingspan, based on historical data.
After having the mean aileron chord, the root chord of the ailerons (croot(a)) and the tip chord of
the ailerons (ctip(a)) can be found using equations 22 and 23 where lambda (λ) is the taper ratio of
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the ailerons. The same taper ratio as the wing was used in order to maintain a constant percent
chord of the ailerons. With (croot(a)) and (ctip(a)) found, the span was ran parallel with the leading
edge. The ailerons span was maintained in between 30% and 80% of the wingspan.
ba
b

=

ča
č

=

croot(a) =

4.485 f t
8.97 f t

=

ča *3(1+λ)
2(1+λ+λ2 )

ča
.249 f t

=

= ča = .1445 f t

.1445*3*(1+.4)
2(1+.4+.42 )

= .194519 f t

ctip(a) = λ * croot(a) = .0778 f t

Equation 21
Equation 22
Equation 23

The elevator and rudder were calculated using historical data on control surface sizing guidelines
found in table 6.5 of Aircraft Design, A Conceptual Approach (Raymer) for a sailplane. The
elevator ce/c equals 0.43 and rudder cr/c equals 0.40. The root chord of the elevator is croot(e) ,
ctip(e) is tip chord of the elevator, and the abbreviations with (ht) and (vt) are the horizontal and
vertical tail components of the chord.
croot(e) = croot(ht) * .43 = 2 in * .43 = .86 in

Equation 24

ctip(e) = ctip(ht) * .43 = .344 in

Equation 25

croot(r) = croot(vt) * .40 = 4.5 in * .40 = 1.8 in

Equation 26

ctip(r) = ctip(vt) * .40 = 2.25 in * .40 = .9 in

Equation 27

The elevators and rudder only extends to 90% of the horizontal and vertical tail while keeping
the same taper ratio in order to have the same constant percent chord.
Once all of the glider components were designed and sized, the center of gravity (CG)
could be found using CAD. With that information, wing location could be found using the
following equation:
C G = 0.3č =− 14.80" f rom f uselage nose
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With the entire glider designed, including the payload bay, payload design could be
completed. While this is a multipurpose UAS, the most likely use for the design is immunization
deliveries to remote locations across harsh landscapes. With that in mind, a common large
syringe size of 5 cubic centimeters was chosen for the payload. With this size, a total of 17
immunizations could be carried inside of the glider fuselage with the required 85 cubic
centimeters of liquid medicine also included. See Appendix J3 for reference.
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Avionics
A basic wiring diagram was formulated to fully understand how the system will be
connected in both the working and conceptual design. The power supply (battery) is wired to a
power distribution board, which distributes the power to each of the electronic speed controls
(ESC) and the relay for the electromagnet. The ESC controls the current going to the motor
allowing the user to control the rpms of each individual motor. These ESC also has a battery
eliminator circuit (BEC) built into it, which will drop the voltage down to 3.3-5 volts in order to
power the flight controller and the receiver. The Flight controller directly connects to the ESC
allowing control over the motors. The receiver transmits the input from the user, giving control
over the entire system. For the release mechanism, a relay is wired up normally closed (n/c)
allowing the power to constantly be flown to the electromagnet. Once a signal is sent from the
transmitter, the relay will open the circuit, cutting off power, and allowing the electromagnet to
shut off and drop the payload.

Figure 1. Quadcopter Avionics Schematic
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Figure 2: Gantt Chart
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Mission Profile

Figure 3. Mission Profile

Project Management
Phase 1
In order to complete phase 1 of the project, which involves the development of the quadcopter,
the design was sectioned into four different but dependent categories as listed below.
1. Thrust Capabilities: This will focus on what propels the quadcopter, including battery
voltage matched with motor selection, and blade design to maximize lift. This is where
the design begins as it governs quadcopter maximum payload.
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2. Structural Design: Once acceptable motors are selected, the following can be done: body
sizing, aerodynamic design, design for components (arms, fuselage, glider holder, etc),
and material selection.
3. Avionics: This will be done concurrently with the structural design to make sure all of the
electronic hardware can fit inside quadcopter and not exceed weight limits. This includes
matching the flight controller with the battery voltage and acquiring a transmitter and
receiver.
4. Glider Base Design: Glider sizing and preliminary design will focus on developing the
quadcopter release mechanism and how the glider will be attached to the quadcopter. In
order to achieve this, the glider’s conceptual size will be determined. It is important to
note that in phase 1, the working model design will not go past initial sizing calculations.
These sections are not chronological because the first steps rely on the last. Figure 4 shows the
relationship of all four steps. As shown below, the quadcopter design will be evaluated after the
glider base design in order for the vehicles to be compatible.
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Figure 4. Quadcopter Design Flow Chart

Phase 2
The second phase is comprised of the conceptual model design, integration of both independent
vehicles, glider design finalization, and iterating the design based on CAE and hand calculated
analysis. The four stages below provide further detail.
1. Conceptual Model Design: The initial sizing for the quadcopter and glider will be
conducted. The same procedure for the working model quadcopter will be used.
2. Dual System Integration: Where the release mechanism will be placed relative to both
vehicles must be determined, along with the release approach and angle. The quadcopter
will fly at an angle, so the structural integrity of the glider’s wings will have to be
evaluated.
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3. Glider Design Finalization: This includes defining tail geometry configuration (T-tail,
H-tail, ect.), and designing the control surfaces. The avionics components of the aircraft
will also be selected.
4. Structural and Aerodynamic Analysis: Flow and static simulations will be conducted on
the quadcopter working and conceptual design, and the glider conceptual design. This
will determine what geometries need to be changed based on structural failure or glider
instability. This stage will finalize the design and is essentially the encompaes the critical
design phase.

Member Responsibilities
Everyone contributed to various design aspects. Ty contributed to design as well as analyzed
finances for the design. Lucas contributed to design as well as analyzed relevant literature and
technical report information . Cody contributed to design as well as helped with sizing
calculations based on technical data.

Available Resources
● SolidWorks & Matlab
● 3D printing
● Textbooks
● Dr. Adeel Khalid
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Budget
Working
Working model: $300
Table 5. Quadcopter Working Model Budget
Part

cost
(USD)

Component Names

4 Motors

106.55

KDE2306XF-2550
Brushless Motor

Battery

54.99

Venom 15C 4S
3200mAh 14.8V LiPo
Drone Battery

Electromagnet

9.34

Grove Electromagnet

3D Printing

30.00

Propeller

7.99

Quanum Carbon Fiber
Propeller 6x4.5
(CW/CCW)

PDB/ESC
(+BEC)/Flight
Controller combo

94.99

HOBBYWING CRotor
MicroCube

Flight Receiver

Donated

Reused

Total Cost

303.86

Remaining budget:

-3.86
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Conceptual model
$4550 ($4500 for quadcopter, $50 for glider)
Table 6. Quadcopter Conceptual Model Budget
Part

cost
(USD)

4 Motors

792

KDE5215XF-220
Brushless Motor

Battery

540

LiPo 8000 12S 44.4v Dual Core
Battery Pack

Power Distribution
Board

4.70

Quadcopter Drone Multicopter Power
Distribution Board Battery ESC
Connection

Electromagnet

22

Uxcell Electromagnet Solenoid

Camera

80

Spy Tec Mobius Action Camera
1080P HD Mini Sports Cam Wide
Angle Edition C2 Len

Propeller

293.9

KDE-CF215-DP 21.5" X 7.3,
DUAL-EDITION SERIES
(CW/CCW PAIR)

ESC (+BEC)

80

Turnigy Brushless ESC 85A w/ 5A
SBEC

Flight Controller

169

DJI Naza-M V2 Flight Controller
Newest Version 2.0 with GPS
All-in-one Design

Transmitter/Receiver

229

Scherrer UHF Tx700 PRO Long
Range Transmitter

3D Printing of the
Frame

991

ProtoLab

Total Cost

3201.60

Remaining budget:

1297.40
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Chapter 4
Results
Hand Calculations
Quadcopter Arm Structural Analysis
The conceptual quadcopter arms experience bending stress from the upwards 33.36 N of
thrust generated by the motors in hover. The maximum moment results at the point where the
arm meets the body. The arm thickens at the root, however for the calculations of the maximum
bending stress, the diameter will be treated constant as its smallest dimension. The outer
diameter of the arm is 16 mm and its total length is 337 mm. The filleted rectangular cut inside
the arm was treated as a circular cut with an equivalent diameter of 10.932 mm. Therefore the
maximum bending stress can be calculated by first finding the second moment of inertia and the
maximum bending moment.
I=

π
(0.0164
32

− 0.0108324 ) = 5.032 * 10−9 m4

M = 33.36 * 0.337 = 11.24 N * M
σ max =

MC
I

=

11.24*0.008
5.032*10−9

= 17.87 M P a

Equation 29
Equation 30
Equation 31

High Density Polyethylene has a ultimate tensile strength of 22.1 MPa which gives a minimum
factor of safety of 1.24 for the conceptual quadcopter arm..

Finite Element Analysis
Glider Wing Structural Analysis
In order to verify structural integrity of the conceptual glider’s wing, FEA was ran on the
rigid polyurethane foam. solidworks did not have material properties for this material on hand
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and therefore material properties had to be found. The eleventh literature review in this report
mentions the study the team found to extrapolate these material properties. The modulus of
elasticity was found from the stress-strain curve in the study. The material’s poisson’s ratio was
found in a data table also in the study. The ultimate strength was found by dividing the maximum
force at rupture by the cross sectional area of the test specimen. All of this data was then input
into solidworks. All stresses found were lower than the extrapolated ultimate strength of the
material. For these graphs see Appendix M. For the FEA screenshots, see Appendix K.

Computational Fluid Dynamics
The quadcopter housing drag was determined using two design iterations after scaling.
As shown in Appendix L1, the chosen fuselage, which utilized varied scaling, produced less drag
and weighed substantially less.
To ensure the glider wing and fuselage were getting ideal pressure and velocity plots at
the specified initial velocity, preliminary CFD was done. The results were nominal as shown in
Appendix L2.
Horizontal Velocity Verification
An important aspect of the design was the ability to achieve a specified system horizontal
velocity to ensure the glider could reach the required range. The best pitch angle was found by
understanding that the rear two propellers would spin at a higher rpm than the front two in order
to achieve horizontal flight. The back two could produce 50.04 pounds of lift vertically. The
front two were selected to fly at the next highest efficiency which would produce 40.88 pounds
of lift together. Knowing the total system weight, trigonometry could be used to find the ideal
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pitch angle for maximum horizontal velocity while achieving vertical balance. It was found to be
19.27°.

Figure 5. Pitched UAS
The total system was then set to operate at this angle for CFD flow simulations. By varying the
freestream velocities, and converging the data at the critical velocity (50 mph), a drag coefficient
of 0.522 was found for the entire system at this pitch using equation 32.
CD =

FD
.5*ρ*V 2 *Aprojected

Equation 32

Next the total possible horizontal thrust force at this pitch needed to be found through CFD on
the propellers. Simulations were run at both rpms used in calculating pitch angle. The total
converged horizontal thrust force was found to be 22.6 pounds. This number was found by using
the following equation.
T horizontal = 2 * F rear prop + 2 * F f ront prop
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Figure 6. Pitched Propeller
The maximum velocity could then be calculated by utilizing the following equation where drag
force is equal to maximum horizontal thrust force for maximum velocity.
V max =

√

T horizontal
C D *.5*ρ*Aprojected

= 187.85 f ps = 128 mph

Equation 34

For maximum range optimization, the best constant velocity needed to be found. From the motor
data sheet (Appendix I2), amperage ratings for different rpms could be found. By calculating the
time in air based on motor amps and battery capacity, total time aloft was known. Then by
knowing the maximum velocity from CFD and the time the battery could supply power at that
constant velocity, distance flown could be found by multiplying velocity and time. Now, time at
different amperages were known, as well as maximum total distance traveled. Velocity for each
time could then be found by dividing distance by time. An equation for velocity vs time was then
found. Various times were then input into the equation to find the constant velocity at each time
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point. Final distance traveled was then found by multiplying the velocity and time together. After
this the best constant cruising velocity for range optimization could then be found.

Figure 7. Total Quadcopter Distance vs. Constant Velocity
From this graph, the velocity for maximum range was found to be 62.4 mph. A power curve
based solely on horizontal power and velocity was then generated in order to find the most
efficient cruise velocity for battery life optimization. The horizontal power available line was
found by multiplying the total horizontal thrust force (22.6 pounds) and various velocities
together. In order to convert all data to horsepower (hp), the power value was divided by 550.
Next, the power required equation could be generated based on CFD data from drag flow
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simulations. The drag forces from the flow simulations were multiplied by the corresponding
velocity values and divided by 550. These curves were than laid over one another to generate the
horizontal power curve.

Figure 8. Horizontal Power Curve
The maximum velocity and most efficient cruise velocity was found by utilizing the following
techniques.
V max ⇒ set P a (x) = P r (x) and solve f or x

Equation 35

V max = 187 f ps = 128 mph
V best cruise ⇒ set

d
dx (P a

− P r ) = 0 and solve f or x

Equation 36

V best cruise = 125.47 f ps = 85.5 mph
For all images and numerical data associated with horizontal velocity, reference Appendix N.
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Prototype
The working model was constructed with the 3D printed PLA frame, the selected battery,
motors, propellers, flight controller, power distribution board, receiver, and controller. See figure
in Appendix O, which shows the components laid out. All of the components were correctly
sized and worked together, however the 3D printed frame had defects that were not anticipated.
First, the arms did not correctly fit with the fuselage as designed. The snap hooks were too small
for the printer to synthesis properly and were barely on. The bottom of the fuselage did not fit
with the top part of the fuselage properly. The lip grooves were too large which was another
printer error. All of these issues were addressed with physical altercations that worked. However,
in the end the quadcopter would not lift far off of the ground because the frame was vibrating too
much and it was unstable. This unstable movement ultimately snapped one of the motor holders.
This was also partially due to the removal of material around the motor in order to make the
motors fit. In hindsight, it would have been in the teams best interest to 3D print from a more
reliable source. Future prototypes developed will have more secure structures that properly fit to
one another with screws or by utilizing a single frame structure. Appendix O displays pictures of
the quadcopter before assembly and after. Due to the unforeseen issues, a prefabricated frame
was used in order to provide a system proof of concept. This model is shown in Appendix O.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The two primary goals established for this project were ultimately met with a few
alterations. A conceptual model was designed which theoretically satisfies the design
requirements. The conceptual quadcopter designed has a maximum speed of 128 mph which is
significantly greater than the 50 mph goal. This maximum velocity was acquired through CFD
analysis that took into account the propeller’s constant thrust of each motor, the pitch of the
system, and the system’s drag coefficient. The best cruise velocity, 85.5 mph, was also
determined to be greater than the 50 mph goal. Also, the quadcopter motor arms experienced a
bending stress of 17.87 Mpa which resulted in a factor of safety of 1.24 when compared with the
ultimate tensile strength of PE High Density which is 22.1 MPa. The glider wings structural
integrity was also verified with Finite Element Analysis (FEA).

Future Recommendations
For the expansion of this project, multiple alterations should be considered for design
improvement. The structural and aerodynamic aspects of the frame should be separate. This will
help reduce the vibrational effects while keeping the frame optimized for high velocities. The
structural frame component should be one solid piece, and if 3D printed, make sure it will be
high quality and extremely fine.
Secondly, a more in depth analysis should be conducted on the conceptual model. This
should branch into fields such as vibrations, controls, heat transfer, and more in depth material
science. This will give insight to any other miscellaneous issues with the design.
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C. Reflections
This project proved to be an incredible learning experience. However, sometimes
learning is painful. Minor difficulties were encountered during the conceptual design process.
However, these challenges were nothing when compared to the issues faced when the working
model was fabricated. To save money, a cost effective quadcopter was 3D printed from a third
party at fraction of what other companies offered. This seemed like the best route at the time,
however the PLA model was very coarse and the parts did not correctly fit together. Another
issue faced during the quadcopter assembly, was the circuitry. Soldering the wires proved to be
extremely difficult. The team luckily received professional help which expedited the process
significantly. Lastly, when the quadcopter was finally put together, the vibration from the motors
combined with the faulty frame assembly, made the UAS too unstable and uncontrollable.
Moving forward, the team plans on improving the working model design. If a new model was to
be 3D printed, the CAD parts would be altered to be screwed in rather than using snap hooks.
Also, more room would be added to the fuselage and more structural support in general.
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D. Preliminary hand generated sketches

Figure 9. Preliminary Sketch 1
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Figure 10. Preliminary Sketch 2
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Figure 11. Preliminary Sketch 3
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Figure 12. Preliminary Sketch 4
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Figure 13. Preliminary Sketch 5
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E. Preliminary Design

Figure 14. Preliminary Working Design Isometric

Figure 15. Internal arm connection with battery
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Figure 16. Snap connections for the body of the quadcopter
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